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NAB and Westpac join rewards cards cutting frenzy with 
earn rates to drop by 30% 

 

Tuesday 2 May, 2017: American Express companion cards are once again on the big bank 
chopping block with NAB and Westpac announcing changes effective 1 July which will see 
points earn rates plummet by up to 30%, according to financial comparison site 
Mozo.com.au. 
 
Mozo’s calculations show that an NAB customer currently putting 75% of the average 
monthly credit card spend on their AMEX companion card will earn up to 6,750 fewer 
rewards points each month once the changes take place, depending on the particular NAB 
card they hold.  
 
“NAB and Westpac cardholders who had previously relied on high earning AMEX 
companion cards to boost their points balances are in for a rude shock with the number of 
rewards points that they can earn each month dwindling by the thousands as a result of the 
changes announced today,” says Mozo Director Kirsty Lamont.  
 
“Big spenders will also take a hit with NAB introducing points caps of up to $3,000 spend per 
statement period on their regular Qantas and Velocity rewards cards, and up to $5,000 on 
their premium cards.” 
 
NAB and Westpac’s latest changes follow earlier moves by the Commonwealth Bank to 
slash higher AMEX earns rates unless overseas or at specific merchants and in the case of 
ANZ, completely scrapping the dual card account.  
 
Mozo says the changes are the direct result of the new interchange fee regulations that will 
apply to American Express companion cards along with all Visa and Mastercard credit cards 
from 1 July.  
 
“With banks no longer able to rely on higher interchange fees to fund their expensive 
rewards schemes, it’s unsurprising that the big banks have moved so quickly to curb the 
generosity of American Express cards and as a result, cushion the effects of the lower 
revenue come July 1,” says Lamont.  
 
Mozo says that there has been a swathe of card providers winding back the generosity of 
their rewards programs in 2016 in anticipation of the Reserve Bank’s planned interchange 
reforms. 
 
“We’ve seen the value of rewards cards plunge over the past couple of years with 
cardholders now having to spend $1,789 more than they did just two years ago to earn a 
measly $100 gift card.” 
 
“It’s inevitable that more card issuers will follow in the lead of the big banks which makes it 
more important than ever for rewards card lovers to critically review their card and, if the 
value they’re getting from their points doesn’t offset the annual fee, shop around for a more 
rewarding card.”  
 
To find out which card reward programs deliver the most value, consumers can crunch the 
numbers using Mozo's Rewards Revealer, which compares 115 rewards cards from 39 
providers based on an individual’s spending habits and preferred rewards type. 
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-ENDS- 
 
Notes on calculations: Difference in rewards points earning calculations based on a 
$1,500 monthly spend (with the average annual credit card spend being $18,000 per year 
according to RBA Credit Card Statistics C01), with 75% of spend being on the American 
Express companion card and remaining 25% on the dual-issued Visa/Mastercard. 
 
For data or interviews contact: 
Kirsty Timsans at Mozo 
PH: 02 9037 4375 
E: Kirsty.timsans@mozo.com.au  
 
About Mozo.com.au 
Mozo compares 1,800 products from 200 banking, insurance and energy providers to help 
over 300,000 Australians find a better deal each month via its award winning comparison 
tools and calculators. Mozo is proud to partner with some of the country's biggest online 
publishers, making it one of the most visited comparison sites in Australia. 


